Reading Ideas
Slough Libraries website

Great books to read in a day

Please reserve the items below that you would like to read. Remember, online reservations are
easy, cost only 50p per item and are delivered to the library of your choice.
Key to available formats: Pbk: paperback Hbk: hardback LP: large print CD: audio CD

Title &
author

Description

Available
Formats

The sense of an ending by Julian Barnes
His career and a failed marriage behind him, Tony looks back
on the brilliantly precocious friend who committed suicide
when they were both young men. Out of the past, a lawyer’s
letter is about to cause Tony to question his memories.

Pbk

Crooked House by Agatha Christie
Charles Hayward is a young man with a promising career and
a fiancée in the form of the beautiful Sophia Leonides. But
Sophia’s grandfather, a successful and dominating man, has
been murdered and marriage is off the cards until suspicions
are lifted, forcing Charles to investigate.

Pbk

The reluctant fundamentalist by Mohsin Hamid
Changez, a Pakistani man, has an enviable life – good
American education, high-flying career, beautiful girlfriend.
Then 9/11 comes, and with it the backlash. Changez is forced
to question his deepest beliefs.

Pbk

CD

Hbk
LP

DVD

Of mice and men by John Steinbeck
Pbk
This classic novella is set in 1930s California where migrant
ranch workers George and his childlike friend Lennie move
from place to place in search of job opportunities. They
have a simple dream; to own an acre of land and a shack
so they can be their own boss.
The great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
Summer of 1922 and Nick Garraway, WW2 veteran, rents a
house on Long Island next to the lavish mansion of Jay
Gatsby. A mysterious millionaire, Gatsby, gives infamous
extravagant parties. As the summer progresses, Nick
eventually receive an invitation to one of these parties and
discovers the emptiness at the core of Gatsby’s life.

Pbk

Hiss and Hers by M. C. Beaton
Agatha Raisin, that wonderful, darling, shrewd, and comical
detective, is once again dressed to the hilt, donning highheels, which are crippling her, and heavily made-up in
pursuit of the handsome, muscle-bound, local gardener,
George Marsten. However it would seem that someone
else is also extremely interested in George…

Pbk

The boy in the striped pyjamas by John Boyne
Nine-year-old Bruno is saddened to be moving from his
Berlin home to a drearier district, but his spirits are lifted by
meeting a boy on the other side of a wire fence. Strangely,
Shmuel, like his companions, wears striped pyjamas.
Boyne’s Holocaust novel is a memorable picture of
innocence lost.

Pbk

LP
DVD
CD

Hbk
LP
CD

DVD

Mrs Dalloway by Virginia Woolf
Pbk
Mrs. Dalloway is set on a single day in the middle of June in
CD
1923, and we follow Clarissa Dalloway, the elegant wife of
a Member of Parliament and perfect London hostess,
through the course of this day which is going to culminate in
the party she is going to give in the evening.
Falling out of time by David Grossman
Pbk
A man announces to his wife that he is embarking on a
journey in search of their dead son. Soon he is joined by his
fellow townsfolk all dealing with their own loss. The walkers
pace in ever-widening circles around the village reaching
out to their lost loved ones. A beautifully observed portrait
of grieving.
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